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1. Dub Doctor 
2. Salt & Pepper Dub 
3. Night in Peru Dub 
4. Rally Round Dub  

(ft. Sammy Gold) 
5. Follow Dub 
6. Love Serenate  

(ft. Madi Simmons) 
7. Dread Rivers Dub 
8. Little bit of Dub 
9. Dubconscious 
10. Valentine (ft. Goldtea) 

 
Daniel Rossmann, better known by his stage name Dubsynaticx, was born on the 20th of 
November in 1982 in Vienna, Austria. He inherited his passion for Reggae and Dub music 
from his father. From an early age he was a big fan of Inner Circle, Jimmy Cliff, Desmond 
Dekker UB40 and many other performers from the 90th Daniel also began to discover and 
learn the synthesizer, drum machine, guitar and piano during his childhood. He was truly 
inspired by the Dub mixes of Scientist, Mad Professor, King Tubby etc.  

Daniel quickly started to create his own Dub singles. As he was interested in developing 
his professional technical skills, he attended various sound engineering workshops and 
maintains to continue his improvement in sound engineering.  

His first web album "Powerful Water Dub" debuted on the Internet in 2005 received a 
plethora of positive feedback from Reggae and Dub fans from all over the world. Two 
years later, in 2007, he released his first official single "Sunshine Dub". He was involved in 
various projects with other great artists, among others with Madi Simmons and Sammy 
Gold and in 2013 Dubsynaticx launched his own Record Label "Tone-Echo Music", under 
which he released in March 2014 the single "Shining Dub". 

“Studio Dubs Part 1” is Dubsynaticx’s first release on Dubophonic and is out for free 
download, sharing some festive Easter vibrations. Daniel Rossman’s inspiration has always 
been the works of the great dub masters of Jamaican music and this is clear to hear to be 
heard in his work. Nevertheless, he manages to add his personal tweaks through his sound 
engineering skills setting his own style and striking with a 10-track dub album full of vibes.  

All tracks have this retro skanking dub feeling, but still sound fresh and vibrating. Whether 
it is due to the irieness of “Dubconscious”, the skanking guitar riddim of “Salt and Pepper 
Dub” or the heartikal singing of Madi Simmons on “Love Serenade”, the album succeeds in 
spreading those positive vibes in each and every way. The inclusion of three vocal tracks 
in the album and the guest appearances of Sammy Gold (properly dubbed), Madi Simmons 
and Goldtea, definitely adds value to an already good work worth of listening. 
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